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In order to investigate the lateralization of emotional speech we recorded the brain responses to three emotional intonations in
two conditions, i.e., ‘‘normal’’ speech and ‘‘prosodic’’ speech (i.e., speech with no linguistic meaning, but retaining the slow prosodic
modulations of speech). Participants listened to semantically neutral sentences spoken with a positive, neutral, or negative into-
nation in both conditions and judged how positive, negative, or neutral the intonation was on a five-point scale. Core peri-sylvian
language areas, as well as some frontal and subcortical areas were activated bilaterally in the normal speech condition. In contrast, a
bilateral fronto-opercular region was active when participants listened to prosodic speech. Positive and negative intonations elicited
a bilateral fronto-temporal and subcortical pattern in the normal speech condition, and more frontal activation in the prosodic
speech condition. The current results call into question an exclusive right hemisphere lateralization of emotional prosody and ex-
pand patient data on the functional role of the basal ganglia during the perception of emotional prosody.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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A persistent question in the investigation of auditory
language processing is the influence of linguistic and
non-linguistic (emotional) prosodic cues on language
comprehension. Linguistic prosodic cues, for example,
are used during sentence processing to establish a syn-
tactic structure in a perceived speech signal. The evi-
dence for this point is not extensive but is convincing.
Behavioral and event-related brain potential studies
(ERPs) in healthy populations suggest an interaction of
linguistic prosodic cues with language-specific subpro-
cesses, such as syntax (e.g., Cutler, Dahan, & van
Donselaar, 1997; Steinhauer, Alter, & Friederici, 1999;
Warren, Grabe, & Nolan, 1995). Regarding the role of
non-linguistic prosodic cues that correlate with emo-
tional prosody in language comprehension, results of* Corresponding author. Fax: +49-3-41-99-40-113.
E-mail address: kotz@cns.mpg.de (S.A. Kotz).
0093-934X/$ - see front matter  2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights re
doi:10.1016/S0093-934X(02)00532-1recent brain potential studies (Kotz, Alter, Besson,
Schirmer, & Friederici, 2000; Pihan, Ackermann, &
Altenm€uller, 1997, 2000) and of two brain imaging
studies (Buchanan et al., 2000; George et al., 1996). All
of these studies above indicate that emotional prosody
may be processed in the right hemisphere (Buchanan et
al., 2000; George et al., 1996), but may also induce bi-
lateral activation patterns as a function of subvocal re-
hearsal (Pihan et al., 2000) or task type (Kotz et al.,
2000).
The lateralization of linguistic or emotional speech
prosody has been extensively investigated in patients,
but the results are mixed. While some data indicate that
both emotional and linguistic prosody are processed in
the right hemisphere (e.g., Bryan, 1989; Dykstra, Gan-
dour, & Stark, 1995), other results suggest that only
emotional prosody (e.g., Blonder, Bowers, & Heilman,
1991; Borod, 1993; Starkstein, Federoff, Price, Lei-
guarda, & Robinson, 1994) or only linguistic prosody
(e.g., Bradvik et al., 1991; Weintraub, Mesulam, &served.
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Note also that some results imply that sentence-level
linguistic prosody is processed in the left hemisphere
(e.g., Emmorey, 1987; Van Lancker, 1980).
There has also been disagreement whether emotional
valence induces lateralization of emotional prosody. The
lateralization hypothesis implies a right hemisphere su-
periority of emotional speech independent of valence
(e.g., Ross, 1981; Ross, Thompson, & Yenkosky, 1997).
By contrast, the valence hypothesis proposes a left
hemisphere dominance for positive states and a right
hemisphere dominance for negative states (e.g., David-
son, Abercrombie, Nitschke, & Putnam, 1999). However,
based on their finding of no consistent lateralization ef-
fects of emotional valence, Pell and Baum (1997) call into
question the emotional valence hypothesis.
Alternatively, it has been proposed that the laterali-
zation of prosodic processing may vary as a function of
the acoustic parameters of prosody, such as fundamen-
tal frequency (F0), intensity or duration, under study.
For example, it has been suggested that F0 is processed
in the right hemisphere, while intensity and duration are
processed in the left hemisphere (e.g., Van Lancker &
Sidtis, 1992; Zatorre, Belin, & Penhune, 2002). Note
moreover, that these lateralization patterns are possibly
independent of whether prosody is emotional or lin-
guistic (e.g., Ouellette & Baum, 1993; Zatorre, 1988).
As this brief review of the literature shows, neither
patient studies nor brain imaging studies have yet pro-
vided a clear picture of the lateralization of linguistic
and emotional prosody (see also Baum & Pell, 1999;
Pell, 1998; Ross et al., 1997). In particular, two issues
have been critically discussed. First, Pell (1998) has ar-
gued that in most patient studies, the interactive influ-
ence of linguistic and emotional factors on speech
prosody has not been controlled for. Second, Ross et al.
(1997) have pointed out that patients with different sizes
and areas of lesions have been included in the studies on
aprosodia, thus leading to heterogeneous results and
complicating any meaningful conclusion on the lateral-
ization of emotional prosody.
The overall aim of the present study is to shed light
on the lateralization of emotional prosody by using a
new brain imaging method, event-related fMRI. Spe-
cifically, we focussed on two aspects. First, we compared
normal and prosodic speech. In the latter condition, the
speech signal was filtered so as to suppress segmental
and lexical information but to keep suprasegmental in-
formation intact. Thus, while the acoustic parameters of
emotional prosody are kept constant across normal and
prosodic speech, no lexical, semantic or syntactic in-
formation is available in prosodic speech. It is as if one
is listening to a human voice speaking behind closed
doors. Such a comparison therefore allows to investigate
which hemisphere and brain areas are more sensitive to:
(a) language-specific cues, such as lexical-semantic andsyntactic aspects in normal speech and (b) purely pro-
sodic cues as in prosodic speech. Based on previous
evidence (e.g., Meyer, Alter, Friederici, Lohmann, &
von Cramon, 2002), we predicted bilateral temporal
activation and frontal activation in both conditions, but
we expected the frontal activation to be weaker in the
normal speech condition. In the prosodic speech con-
dition we expected weaker temporal activation, but en-
hanced frontal activation. In addition, the prosodic
speech condition should reveal which hemisphere re-
sponds more sensitive to slow prosodic modulations of
speech. Second, while the semantic content of the sen-
tences was always neutral, the sentences were spoken
with positive, negative or neutral intonations. It was of
interest to determine whether different brain areas will
be activated by these different types of intonations and
whether results would be the same or different for nor-
mal and prosodic speech.2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Twelve right-handed native German speakers (eight
female) with a mean age of 24 years (range: 22–29 years)
with normal hearing skills participated in the experiment
upon written consent according to the guidelines of the
Ethics Committee of the University of Leipzig Medical
Faculty.
2.2. Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of a total of 108 sentences that were
spoken by a trained female speaker of German in a
sound proof room (IAC) at a 16 bit/44.1 kHz sampling
rate. Sentences were then digitized, downsampled at a 16
bit/16 kHz sampling rate and normalized in amplitude
(70%). All sentences had similar syntactic structure and
length, they all started with personal pronouns and their
semantic content was always neutral (i.e., Sie hat die
Zeitung gelesen [non-literal translation: She has read the
newspaper]). A third of the sentences (36) were spoken
with positive intonation (i.e., a happy voice), a third
with negative intonation (i.e., an angry voice), and a
third with neutral intonation. In the prosodic speech
condition, these 108 sentences were delexicalized by
applying the PURR-filtering procedure (Sonntag &
Portele, 1998). By filtering out all acoustic information
above the third harmonic and all aperiodic signals (see
Figs. 1 and 2), this procedure leaves suprasegmental
information, such as the global F0 contour and ampli-
tude intact, but suppresses all the segmental and lexical
information. Note that this procedure is more efficient in
suppressing phonological and lexical information than
low pass filters. Thus, the listener only perceives slow
Fig. 2. Pitch contour of speech signals before and after application of the PURR-filter. The left image illustrates the pitch contours of a sentence in
the normal speech condition. The blue line deflects the positive contour, the red line the negative contour, and the green line the neutral contour.
Peaks and valleys of pitch contour symbolize typical sentence intonation. The right image shows pitch contours (positive, negative, and neutral) for
the same sentence in the prosodic speech condition suggesting that the filtering procedure does not change the intonation contour.
Fig. 1. Wide band spectrogram of speech signals before and after application of the PURR-filter. The left spectrogram illustrates the frequency
spectrum (0–5 kHz) of a normal sentence. The right image illustrates clearly the reduced spectral information derived from a PURR-filter treated
prosodic speech stimulus. The acoustic signal derived from this filtering procedure is reduced to frequencies containing the F0 as well as second and
third harmonic. Additionally, all aperiodic portions of the speech signal are removed from the speech signal.
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no intelligible linguistic information. These stimuli are
called prosodic speech. To summarize, the stimulus
materials comprised a total of 216 sentences in two
conditions of speech prosody (normal speech and pro-
sodic speech) with three levels of emotional intonation
(positive, negative, and neutral).
2.3. Procedure
Before the experimental session in the scanner, par-
ticipants were instructed and given a brief training with
feedback to ensure the judgment of emotional intonations
in both the normal and the prosodic speech conditions. In
the scanner participants were presented with 216 sen-
tences (36 in each of the six conditions) in a pseudo-ran-
domized order. Sentences were not repeated during the
experiment. The sounds were presented binaurally via
headphones that were specifically adapted for use in an
fMRI environment. A combination of external ear de-
fenders and perforated ear plugs that conducted thesound directly into the auditory channel, was used to at-
tenuate the scanner noise without reducing the quality of
speech stimulation. Participants were asked to judge via
key presses immediately after the presentation of each
normal or prosodic sentence whether it was spoken with
neutral, positive, or negative intonation. In the scanner no
feedback was given. The design assigned a fixed presen-
tation rate and each trial started with the presentation of
one single sentence. The average sentence length was
1500ms. The successive presentation of single sentences
was separated by an inter-trial-interval of 7500ms.
2.4. Data acquisition
MRI datawere collected at 3.0 T using aBruker 30/100
Medspec system (Bruker Medizintechnik GmbH, Ettlin-
gen, Germany). The standard bird cage head coil was
used. The experiment consisted of two separate, but
consecutive sessions. In the first session, high resolution
whole-head 3D MDEFT brain scans (128 sagittal slices,
1.5mm thickness, FOV 25:0 25:0 19:2 cm, data
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improved localization (Lee et al., 1995; Ugurbil et al.,
1993). The second session started with the collection of
scout spin echo sagittal scans to define the anterior and
posterior commissures on a midline sagittal section. For
each participant, structural and functional (echo-planar)
imageswere obtained from eight axial slices parallel to the
plane intersecting the anterior and posterior commissures
(AC–PC plane). The most inferior slice was positioned
below the AC–PC plane and the remaining seven slices
were extended dorsally. The whole range of slices com-
prised an anatomical volume of 46mm and covered all
parts of the peri-sylvian cortex and extended dorsally to
the intraparietal sulcus. For functional imaging, a gradi-
ent-echo EPI sequence was used with a TE of 30ms, a flip
angle of 90, a TR of 2000ms, and an acquisition band-
width of 100 kHz. Acquisition of the slices within the TR
was arranged so that the slices were all rapidly acquired
followed by a period of no acquisition to complete the TR
and to reduce noise while participants listen to the sen-
tences. The matrix acquired was 64 64 with a FOV of
19.2 cm, resulting in an in-plane resolution of 3 3mm.
The slice thickness was 5mm with an interslice gap of
2mm. To align the functional EPI images to 3D-MDEFT
images, conventional T1 weighted, MDEFT, and T1
weighted EPI images were obtained in-plane with the T 2
echo-planar images as reference.
2.5. Data processing
The data processing was performed using the soft-
ware package LIPSIA (Lohmann et al., 2001). Func-
tional data were corrected for slicetime acquisition
differences using sinc-interpolation. In addition, the data
were corrected for motion artifacts. A temporal high-
pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/36Hz was used
for baseline correction of the signal, and a spatial
gaussian filter with r¼ 0.8 was applied. The increased
autocorrelation due to filtering was taken into account
during statistical evaluation.
To align the functional dataslices with a 3D stereo-
tactic coordinate reference system, a rigid linear
registration with six degrees of freedom (3 rotational,
3 translational) was performed. The rotational and
translational parameters were acquired on the basis of
the MDEFT and EPI-T1 slices to achieve an optimal
match between these slices and the individual 3D ref-
erence data set. The MDEFT volume data set with 160
slices and 1mm slice thickness was standardized to the
Talairach stereotactic space (Talairach & Tournoux,
1988). The rotational and translational parameters were
subsequently transformed by linear scaling to a standard
size. The resulting parameters were then used to trans-
form the functional slices using trilinear interpolation so
that the resulting functional slices were aligned with the
stereotactic coordinate system.The statistical evaluation was based on a least-squares
estimation using the general linear model for serially
autocorrelated observations (Bosch, 2000; Friston,
1994a,b; Friston et al., 1995a; Friston et al., 1995b;
Worsley&Friston, 1995; Zarahn,Aguirre, &DEsposito,
1997). The design matrix was generated with a synthetic
hemodynamic response function and a response delay of
6 s (Friston et al., 1998; Josephs, Turner,&Friston, 1997).
The model equation, including the observation data, the
design matrix, and the error term, was convolved with a
Gaussian kernel of dispersion of 4 s.
Five contrasts were calculated for each participant.
The GLM allows for the calculation of collapsed con-
trasts, i.e., the generation of statistical parametric maps
(SPMs) comparing global brain activation during the
perception of normal speech vs. prosodic speech irre-
spective of the particular emotional intonation. More-
over, for each participant, the contrasts between different
intonations (i.e., neutral vs. positive, neutral vs. negative,
in both normal and prosodic speech) were calculated us-
ing the t-statistics. Subsequently, t-values were converted
to Z scores. To achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio, in-
tersubject averaging of individual SPMs was done for
each contrast separately.
Local maxima of the SPMs are listed in Tables 2–4. A
pixel was defined to be a local maximum if its z-value
exceeded j3:09j and if it was the largest within a 5mm
radius. Local maxima residing in activation areas
smaller than 100mm3 are not reported.3. Results
3.1. Behavioral data
As can be seen in Table 1, participants responded to
the intonation of the sentences with a high accuracy
rate in all three normal speech conditions. In contrast,
the responses in the prosodic speech conditions were
lower than in normal speech for the positive and neg-
ative intonations. For the neutral intonation, results
were similar in both the normal and prosodic speech
conditions.
3.2. Imaging data
Five contrasts were calculated to reveal common or
differential activation patterns between (i) normal and
prosodic speech, irrespective of intonation, (ii) neutral
vs. positive and neutral vs. negative intonations in nor-
mal speech, and (iii) neutral vs. positive and neutral vs.
negative intonations in prosodic speech.
Normal vs. prosodic speech. Comparing normal and
prosodic speech across all three emotional intonations
revealed bilateral, but left accentuated, activation of tem-
poral and subcortical regions (putamen and thalamus)
Table 1
Behavioral data
Prosody Normal speech (%) Standard error () Prosodic speech (%) Standard error ()
Positive 99 2.55 88 1.76
Neutral 98 2.70 98 2.51
Negative 99 1.47 84 1.84
Prosodic judgment performance for each of the two prosodic speech conditions and the different emotional contours. Data are presented as %
correct and standard error.
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normal speech. Prosodic speech resulted in bilateral
inferior frontal, prefrontal, and subcortical (caudate)
activation (see Fig. 3, Table 2).
Prosodic effects in normal speech. Both the neutral vs.
positive and the neutral vs. negative contrasts elicitedTable 2
Normal speech vs. prosodic speech
Location Z score Left hemisphere
x y
Normal speech > prosodic speech
Fronto-median cortex 7.28 )4 58
IFG 6.72 )43 23
STR 16.84 )52 )17
AG 9.62 )41 )60
CG 6.69 )5 )51
Putamen 6.45 )26 3
Thalamus 4.73 )11 )30
Prosodic speech > normal speech
Fronto-striatal cortex )6.93 )23 48
IFS/MFG )5.20 )47 18
Fronto-opercular cortex )6.60 )32 )22
Caudate (Head) )4.92 )11 13
Tables 2–4, respectively list the results of direct comparisons between c
Localization is based on stereotactic coordinates (Talairach & Tournoux,
indicated by the Z score in a particular anatomical structure. Distances are
anterior–posterior (y) and vertical (z) directions. Thresholds for functional a
exceeding a minimal size of 150 voxels. Anatomical locations are abbreviate
SFG, superior frontal gyrus, aINS, anterior insula, INS, insula, ROP, rola
MTG, middle temporal gyrus, PT, planum temporale, IPL, inferior parieta
angular gyrus, CG, cingulate gyrus, IFS, inferior frontal sulcus.
Fig. 3. Normal speech vs. prosodic speech. Functional intersubject activation
axial, and right sagittal view. The contrast between normal speech (red) an
bilateral activation of temporal and subcortical regions for the normal speech
prosodic speech condition. Functional activation was thresholded at ZP 4:0bilateral activation in frontal, temporal, and subcortical
(caudate) regions. Overall, the activation was stronger
for positive intonations than negative intonations.
However, negative intonations were associated with
stronger activation of the bilateral rolandic operculum/
insula regions (see Fig. 4, Table 3).Z score Right hemisphere
z x y z
13 – – – –
)6 – – – –
6 10.40 55 )12 2
32 – – – –
33 – – – –
1 8.30 22 0 )2
5 3.90 34 )58 43
)5 )4.87 25 48 )5
23 )5.40 37 5 23
2 )5.90 31 23 5
5 )6.14 10 14 8
onditions. Z scores indicate the magnitude of statistical significance.
1988). These coordinates refer to the location of maximal activation
relative to the intercommissural (AC–PC) line in the horizontal (x),
ctivation were set at jZjP 3:1. The table only lists activation clusters
d as follows: IFG, inferior frontal gyrus, MFG, middle frontal gyrus,
ndic operculum, HG, Heschls gyrus, STS, superior temporal sulcus,
l lobe, IPS, intraparietal sulcus, STR, superior temporal region, AG,
(N ¼ 12) exceeding the significant threshold is shown in a left sagittal,
d prosodic speech (blue) across the three prosodic contours revealed
condition and bilateral prefrontal and inferior frontal activation for the
for normal speech and Z6  3:1 for prosodic speech.
Fig. 4. Prosodic effects–normal speech. The activation patterns for the positive effect (left) and the negative effect (right) are displayed in a left sagittal
and an axial view. No significant activation could be detected for neutral contour (red), but several brain regions were more strongly involved in




Location (BA) Z score Left hemisphere Z score Right hemisphere
x y z x y z
Neutral < positive
IFG (44) )4.2 )50 13 1 )5.2 52 13 4
IFG (45/47) )4.4 )47 28 1 – – – –
Medial HG )4.3 )44 )22 9 – – – –
PT )4.8 )53 )30 11 – – – –
Post. STS/MTG )4.5 )44 )49 9 )4.1 46 )52 12
IPL (40) – – – – )3.7 46 )46 26
Caudate )4.0 )7 2 4 )3.7 5 8 2
Neutral < negative
ROP/INS )4.3 )41 3 8 )3.8 32 )5 16
Lateral HG )3.5 )58 )13 12 – – – –
Functional activation indicated separately for contrasts between conditions. For explanations see Table 2.
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vs. positive and the neutral vs. negative contrasts re-
vealed similar activation of frontal, temporal, and sub-
cortical regions. While both the frontal IFG and
subcortical activations were bilateral, the overall pattern
of activation was more left than right lateralized for
both contrasts (see Fig. 5, Table 4).Fig. 5. Prosodic effects–prosodic speech. The activation patterns for the po
sagittal and an axial view. No significant activation could be detected for neut
in processing positive/negative contours (blue). Functional activation was t
contours.4. Discussion
The current experiment set out to investigate whether
a controlled manipulation of linguistic information
would help to specify the underlying neural mechanisms
of emotional prosody perception.We attempted to define
to which extent emotional prosody is only lateralizedsitive effect (left) and the negative effect (right) are displayed in a left
ral contour (red), but several brain regions were more strongly involved
hresholded at ZP 3:1 for neutral and Z6  3:1 for positive/negative
Table 4
Prosodic effects–prosodic speech
Location (BA) Z score Left hemisphere Z score Right hemisphere
x y z x y z
Neutral < positive
aINS )3.3 )28 22 0 – – – –
IFG (44/45) )5.2 )53 19 4 )3.5 44 21 13
IFG (47) )3.5 )47 35 )2 – – – –
MFG (46) – – – – )4.3 28 38 6
Lateral HG )4.8 )49 )14 7 – – – –
PT )3.9 )55 )34 12 – – – –
IPS )5.3 )32 )46 34 – – – –
Caudate )3.9 )9 19 3 )4.2 10 16 1
Neutral < negative
aINS )5.4 )29 22 0 – – – –
IFG (44/45) )6.3 )44 21 13 – – – –
IFG (45) )5.4 )52 21 3 – – – –
IFG (47) )5.1 )47 35 )2 – – – –
IFG/MFG (45/46) )5.8 )44 32 7 )4.4 40 32 11
SFG (10) – – – – )4.0 40 19 20
Lateral HG )4.2 )48 )14 7 – – – –
PT )4.2 )54 )32 11 – – – –
IPS )5.8 )31 )48 40 – – – –
Caudate )5.3 )9 11 5 )5.5 11 15 1
Functional activation indicated separately for contrasts between conditions. For explanations see Table 2.
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intonations (i.e., positive, negative, and neutral) in
prosodic speech can be differentiated. The present data
provide evidence for differential brain activation pat-
terns that vary as a function of normal and prosodic
speech. In addition, mainly overlapping brain activation
was found when listening to positive and negative
emotional intonations in normal and prosodic speech
with slight, but noteworthy differences. In the following
discussion, critical contrasts will be discussed in turn
focussing on the main activation areas, namely frontal,
subcortical and temporal activation in the context of
lateralization.
4.1. Frontal activation
Normal vs. prosodic speech. The activation of the
frontal cortex and any related lateralization is currently a
matter of debate. Studies reporting frontal activation for
normal speech argue that the anterior part of the left in-
ferior frontal gyrus (BA 45) in particular reflects lexical
semantic processes (e.g., Poldrack et al., 1999), while
others imply that the dorsal and posterior part of the left
IFG organizes syntactic processing (Caplan, Alpert, &
Waters, 1999; Carpentier et al., 2001; Dapretto & Book-
heimer, 1999; Indefrey,Haggort,Herzog, Seitz, &Brown,
2001). However, given that in the present study we find
frontal activation in both normal speech (left-lateralized)
and prosodic speech (bilateral, but left-accentuated), one
cannot conclude that the frontal activation pattern solely
reflects the processing of specific linguistic information(syntax or lexico-semantic), as this information was
eliminated in the prosodic speech condition. This view is
supported by a recent study demonstrating the involve-
ment of the left inferior frontal cortex during the pro-
cessing of music (Maess, Koelsch, Gunter, & Friederici,
2001).
An alternative hypothesis is that the bilateral, but
left-accentuated frontal activation in prosodic speech
reflects effortful processing of prosodic information. In
the current experiment, the discrimination of emotional
intonations correlated with increased task demands in
prosodic speech. Second, due to the event-related design
trials of both, the normal and the prosodic speech
conditions were presented in a pseudo-randomized
manner. Thus, switching between the two conditions
could have enhanced cognitive demands causing an in-
crease of the frontal activation in both conditions. En-
hanced activation of the left IFG with increasing
computational demands in a phoneme monitoring task
(Demonet, Price, Wise, & Frackowiak, 1994) and in a
phonological discrimination task (Burton, Small, &
Blumstein, 2000) was previously shown. Therefore, the
left accentuated frontal activation pattern in prosodic
speech might reflect the effort to discriminate phono-
logical aspects in different auditory modes, as the main
difference between normal and prosodic speech is speech
intelligibility. As the relative importance of prosodic
parameters, such as pitch and amplitude is likely to be
enhanced in the absence of lexical information, a bilat-
eral fronto-opercular activation might reflect processing
associated with the extraction of prosodic cues under
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of intelligible and unintelligible speech. Similar evidence
was recently reported for a comparison of incompre-
hensible and comprehensible speech (Giraud et al., 2001;
Poldrack et al., 2001).
Prosodic effects in normal and prosodic speech. The
activation of the IFG for positive intonations in normal
speech and both positive and negative intonations in
prosodic speech overlap with the frontal activation re-
ported for the overall contrast of normal and prosodic
speech. These data suggest that the discrimination of
emotional intonations, mainly independent of emotional
valence, does result in bilateral activation of the frontal
cortex, in particular Brodmanns area 44, which has
been linked to phonological discrimination (Burton
et al., 2000, but left lateralized). Thus, a combination of
task (discrimination of prosodic intonations) and task
demands (normal vs. prosodic speech) could have in-
duced the frontal activation pattern in the current fMRI
experiment. However, the hemodynamic changes elic-
ited by negative emotional intonations in normal speech
show a slightly different picture. Here comparable to
positive and negative intonations in prosodic speech,
left-accented activation of the insula and Heschls gyrus
was found, but in addition bilateral activation of the
rolandic operculum. The role of the left and right insula
in speech prosody has been investigated in patient
studies on aprosodic syndromes (Cancelliere & Kertesz,
1990) though further supportive evidence is rather
sparse. The current data do support a role for the insula
in the perception of emotional prosody. An interpreta-
tion of the activation in the rolandic operculum, how-
ever, must remain speculative as there is no evidence on
its role in the perception of speech prosody. For speech
production, however, there is fMRI data in which the
rolandic operculum shows activation when comparing
overt and covert speech (Riecker, Ackermann, Wildgr-
uber, Dogil, & Grodd, 2000). A link between the ro-
landic operculum activation in these two studies can
only be made due to two assumptions: (a) inner speech is
only used for the discrimination of negative, but not for
positive intonation, as it is more difficult (b) inner speech
is more likely to be applied when the perceptual input
contains words, as in the normal speech condition.
4.2. Subcortical activation
Normal vs. prosodic speech. Specific areas of the
subcortical network were activated in both, but more
extended in normal than prosodic speech, involving bi-
lateral activation of the putamen, thalamus and the head
of the caudate. Recently, Hall et al. (2000) speculated
that the thalamus serves as a gating mechanism for the
transmission of sensory information to the cortex and is
involved in auditory attention by tuning sensory neu-
rons in the auditory cortex. Furthermore, Cancelliereand Kertesz (1990) reported that patients with right and
left hemisphere lesions of the striatal structure (caudate
nucleus and putamen) display aprosodic syndromes. In
addition, patients with Huntingtons chorea which re-
sults from cell loss in the striatum (Cancelliere &
Hausdorf, 1987; Ross, D, Edmondson, Seibert, & Ho-
man, 1988) and patients with Parkinsons disease
(Blonder, Gur, & Gur, 1989; Scott, Caird, & Williams,
1984) which results from a degeneration of dopaminer-
gic innervations in the striatal complex (Nauta, 1986)
can also suffer from aprosodia. Therefore, the current
data support previously reported patient data that imply
a clearly bilateral functional role of parts of the basal
ganglia in the perception of emotional prosody (see
Ross, 1981 for alternative results).
Prosodic effects in normal and prosodic speech. We
report bilateral, but partial striatal (caudate) activation
comparing positive and negative intonations in the
normal and prosodic speech condition (for a possible
explanation of negative intonations in normal speech see
discussion on frontal activation above). Once again,
discrimination of emotional prosody engages parts of
the basal ganglia and this is mainly independent of
emotional valence (see also Cancelliere & Kertesz,
1990).
4.3. Temporal activation
Normal vs. prosodic speech. The temporal activation
(superior temporal region; STR) is in line with previous
fMRI results on spoken words (e.g., Binder et al., 2000)
and sentence comprehension (e.g., Dehaene et al., 1997;
Friederici, Meyer, & von Cramon, 2000; Meyer et al.,
2002; Meyer, Friederici, & von Cramon, 2000) as well as
studies on the perceptual analysis of speech signals
(Hickok & Poeppel, 2000; Zatorre, Evans, Meyer, &
Gjedde, 1992). Activation of the STR was extremely
reduced for prosodic speech. This result is in accordance
with the prediction that when the speech signal is
stripped of phonological and lexical-semantic informa-
tion and is linguistically unintelligible, there should be a
decrease of activation is in auditory cortices (Poldrack
et al., 2001). However, a clear right STR lateralization
for prosodic vs. normal speech is not supported by the
current results (e.g., Meyer, Alter, Steinhauer, &
Friederici, 2001).
Prosodic effects in normal speech and prosodic speech.
In examining the specific emotional intonations in both
speech conditions it becomes apparent that prosodic
speech indeed engages the left temporal (mSTR, pSTR)
regions. Under the assumption that a determining pa-
rameter of prosody, namely pitch, is lateralized in the
right hemisphere (e.g., Meyer et al., 2002; Tzourio et al.,
1997; Zatorre & Belin, 2001; Zatorre & Samson, 1991),
the reversed lateralization of the STR activation in the
current experiment might be a reflection of the task at
374 S.A. Kotz et al. / Brain and Language 86 (2003) 366–376hand which forces the listener to search for meaning in
degraded speech in order to make a judgment. Most
importantly, this effect occurs independent of the va-
lence of the emotional contour.
Two issues remain. First, the activation pattern cor-
related with the perception of emotional prosody was
bilateral, but left accentuated in particular in the pro-
sodic speech condition. Second, we did not find any
clear lateralization of valence (i.e., negative vs. positive
emotional intonations).
Given the few fMRI (Buchanan et al., 2000; George
et al., 1996) studies and a vast majority of lesion studies
(e.g., Blonder et al., 1991; Starkstein et al., 1994) that
report right hemisphere lateralization of emotional
prosody, our results deserve a solid discussion. Re-
garding the first issue there is lesion evidence that
strongly supports the notion of a bilateral distribution
of emotional prosody (Cancelliere & Kertesz, 1990; Van
Lancker & Sidtis, 1992) and this is in line with the
current data. However, two brain potential studies
(Kotz et al., 2000; Pihan et al., 2000) suggest that the
lateralization of emotional prosody can vary as a func-
tion of task demands, a conclusion which is also sup-
ported by a patient study. Tompkins and Flowers (1985)
reported that with increasing cognitive complexity of a
task, patients with left hemisphere lesions showed a
similar breakdown in the evaluation of semantically
neutral, but emotionally intoned sentences, as patients
with right hemisphere lesions. Thus, activation in the left
hemisphere (frontal and temporal) might correlate with
increasing cognitive demands when tasks involve com-
plex processes. In line with this argument, two conclu-
sions can be drawn from the current data. The
perception of emotional prosody correlates with bilat-
eral activation, thus calling into question a pure right
hemisphere lateralization hypothesis of emotional
prosody. A shift to a left-accentuated but bilateral pat-
tern of activation in prosodic speech indicates that task-
specific processes (i.e., type and demand) influence the
perception of emotional prosody. In addition, to our
knowledge this is the first imaging study on the lateral-
ization of emotional prosody that used a single-trial
pseudorandomized presentation of both the normal and
prosodic speech conditions. So, while presenting many
advantages, switching between the two speech condi-
tions may have created a possible influence of normal
speech on prosodic speech.
Regarding the issue of emotional valence, previous
imaging studies by George et al. (1996) and Buchanan et
al. (2000) do not report lateralization of emotional pros-
ody as a function of valence. This null result is further
supported by some recent lesion data that correlated ap-
rosodic syndromes with bilateral lesion sites (Cancelliere
& Kertesz, 1990; Ross et al., 1997). Thus, the question
remains to explain the discrepancies presented in the ex-
perimental literature on emotional prosody.5. Conclusion
In summary, the current data support the notion that
an exclusive right hemispheric lateralization of emo-
tional prosody is not justified. Functionally, the present
data together with those in the literature suggest that
both hemispheres engage in the perception of emotional
prosody, but that the left hemisphere can play a stronger
role with increasing task demands. The data, moreover
indicate that lateralization does not necessarily vary as a
function of emotional valence. Methodologically, the
use of prosodic speech clearly helps to specify which
areas of the brain recruit bilateral activation during the
perception of emotional prosody. The combined find-
ings suggest that both frontal and temporal regions, but
most importantly the basal ganglia play a functional
role in emotional speech processing.Acknowledgments
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